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ABSTRACT

The principle of operation of the constant oblique
field, electrostatic generator is described and the
increase in power obtained from a generator featuring
this field arrangement in predicted from theoretical
investigations. A generator has been built and tested
in air and in a vacuum environment of 2 x 10-7 to 7 x 10-7
mmHg. The results of the tests in air have met those
anticipated. A five-inch diameter rotor has produced a
power of 12.5 watts at 15,000 rpm. The vacuum tests have
yielded values somewhat greater than those obtained in air,
whereas data from previous experimenters show that an
increase in power by a factor of 50-100 should be expected.

This technical documentary report has been reviewed
and is approved.

M~ V.0= SIW&N, Chief
1light Vehicle Pover Branch
Flight Accessories laboratory
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1. Introduction

During the years 1959 and 1960 consideration was given
at Cosmic, Inc. to transposing for space application the state
of the art of electrostatic generators as it appeared in fnglish,
French, and German publications. One 3f the prime considerations
was to maximize the power per unit volume of the electrostatic
generator. The investigation was limited to those generators
utilizing one or a plurality of conducting carriers and a study
was made of the various types known. Following the classification
described in Ref. 1, a study was made of the field in the gap and
on the surface of the rotor members.

The force on the rotor is tangent to the lines of force
of the electrostatic field and, therefore, is perpendicular to
the surface of the conducting carrier. Fig. 1 shows the line of
force on a rotor member of a single-capacitor, two-element machine.
One can see that the surface of the rotor contributes to the
energy conversion only at the edges of the rotor blade. On most
of the surface of the blade, the lines of force are perpendicular
to the direction of the motion and the forces exerted on the
surface of the rotor do not contribute to energy conversion. Let
us examine what this means in terms of the field in tlhe gap. The
rotor-stator gap is submitted to an electric field so that it has
an energy density equal to ½6E2 at any given point. This poten-
tial energy is released only when an edge is adjacent to this
particular point. It is therefore desirable to have an electro-
static generator in which most of the rotor surface would be
submitted to active surface forces or, to put it in terms of
electrical stresses in the gap, to have a generator in which
continuous energy conversion occurs at each point of the gap.
Such a hypothetical design is shown in Fig. 2 where a rotor is
submitted to the influence of two stators in such a manner that

ftussr1pt relese 1W us SOMM8 26 YOU"" 193 to, PablsW lsm
uA M ftohsMh l misi motery let,.
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a constant oblique field is establigshod in the gap. It is to be
noted that for a generator in which the misn of the stator, rotor
and rotor-stator gap are determined, the highest power will be
obtained with the constant oblique fiold generator, assuming that
the dielectric medium or vacuum can be submitted to the same
electrical stress.

Let us consider the two extreme cases of the oblique
field, the cases in which the field is perpendicular or tangential
to the rotor surface. In both cases no energy conversion tases
place. As will be seen in more detail later, a normal field would
correspond to a generator operating under short-circuit conditions
so that charges are being carried, thereby creating a normal field
without elevation of potential in the longitudinal direction. If
the field is tangential to the rotor surface, the rotor carries
no charges. However, a difference of potential exists between the
input and output polosy this corresponds to the open circuit
operation.

It is to be remembered that most generators of the in-
sulating-carrier type feature a constant oblique field. In a
Van do Graaff generator the stator consists of a series of rings
connected by resistors. This in itself constitutes only a first
approximation of a constant oblique field. However, in the
generators of the Felici type (Ref. 2) the stator is a continuous
flat surface of semi-conducting dielectric, thereby providing a
constant oblique field. These generators have reached a fairly
high power per unit area of rotor surface. However, this power
is not as high as the dielectric properties of the insulating
medium (pressurized gases) would permit. This is because the
Felici and Van de Graaff generators rely for their operation on
ionized zones for cornutation, which have a tendency to enhance
longitudinal discharges in the gap.

So far, we have only concerned ourselves with a hypo-
thetical field situtation as far as conducting carrier generators
are concerned. Fortunately, there exists one type of generator
which can be built and which exhibits the remarkable constant
oblique field property. The rotor is a combination of insulating
and conducting parts. The charge carriers are rods which are not
directly adjacent to the gap. They are covered by an insulating
material in which they are embedded. The stator consists of a
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sami-canducting dielectric. As is the case with most other types
of generators, the geometries that can be used would be a belt
(not practical here), a cylinder or a disk. The disk appears
mst practical for space application in that the output can be
readily increased by stacking additional disks.



2. Theoretical Investiaation

This section sumearizes the results of the theoretical
studies carried out under this program and contains. i) a dis-
cussion of the geometry of the disk type of electrostatic
generator considered here, ii) a formulation of a general field-
theoretic description of generator performance, iii) a more
conventional discussion of the influence of material properties
and geometry upon generator output, and iv) a definition of a
yardstick useful for comparing generator performance.

2.1 Generator Geometry

The generator considered here consists of three coaxial
disks: a central rotor disk and two identical stator disks,
disposed symmetrically relative to the rotor and separated from
the rotor by an insulating gap of either air at atmospheric
pressure or vacuum. The rotor structure is composed of an elec-
trically insulating material, has a thickness 2b and a radius R
(Fig. 3) and contains m equally-spaced charge carriers, which
are positioned symmetrically relative to the rotor mid-plane.
The charge carriers are cylindrical conductors which have a
radius a and are disposed radially (i.e., like the spokes of a
wheel) between an inner radius )R and an outer radius IAR, where
0 < X < 9 • 1. The insulating gap has a thickness d. Each stator
disk is composed of a semi-conducting dielectric and has a thick-
ness h. On the outer (relative to the rotor) face of each stator
are 2p equally-spaced, radially-tapered inductor electrodes. Bach
inductor has an angular width 0 and extends radially from XR to
AR. To summarize, the geometry of the machine considered here is
completely specified by the parameters a, b, d, h, R, X, M, 0 and
the integers m and p, or equivalently, the angles a - TV/p and
P - 21T/m.

With this generator geometry, it is convenient to intro-

duce a cylindrical coordinate system (a, f, z) where a is the
axial distance along the shaft, a is the radial distance from the
shaft and c is the polar angle. Thus, for examle, the rotor
volume is defined by

Rotor: -b A•a s +b, 0 sR (I)
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Figure 3. Sketch of Generator Geometry and Field Lines
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and the gap and stator volumes are defined analogously. Less
trivially, the surface of a charge carrier is defined by

52 sin2 (-k) + a2 a a 2  Rs< a coa(V-q) ORl (2)

where cmk =k

k 1, 2, . m

2.2 Field-Theoretic Description of Generator Performance

In general, if a force with density L acts upon a sur-
face, the elements of which are moving at velocity v, then the
force does work at a rate, W, given by

w- ! -•v dS (3)

where the integral is taken over the entire surface in question.
(Note that underscored symbols denote vectors). In an electro-
static generator, electric power is obtained by expending mechan-
ical energy to move charged structures through an electric field.
In the generator considered here, the only moving charged surfaces
are formed by the charge-carriers themselves. The velocity of any
point on these surfaces is circumferential with magnitude ws where
w is the angular velocity of the rotor- the force density it any
such point is normal to the surface and has magnitude cr Ec /2,
where er is the capacitivity of the rotor insulating material and
Ac is the electric field at the charge-carrier surface. Thus,
Equation (3) gives the instantaneous power as

W - S6 r(Ec2 /2)(A • *)os ds (4)

where the integral is taken over all the surfaces, defined by
Equation (2), and n and f are the unit vector normal to the
charge-carrier surface and the unit vector in the circumferential
direction, respectively. It should be noted that those portions
of the surface Which are moving perpendicular to the local normal
contribute nothing.

Equation (4) is rigorously true for an ideal (i.e.,
loss - less) generator and thus provides the most satisfactory
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basis for analyzing generator performunce. However, in order to
use this approach, it is necessary to predict the field J6 at
every point on the charge-carrier surfaces. Although this
formidable task appears never to have been accomplished fox any
electrostatic generator, the problen can be formulated as follow.
The ingredients of the problem are, in addition to the geometric
parameters defined above, the excitation voltage Vex and material
properties, such as capacitivity s, dielectric constant a and
volume resistivity P or volume conductivity Y. The electrostatic
potential # (related to electric field E by I a -VY) satisfies
Laplace's equation within every homogeneous volume. (For conven-
ience, the potential and other properties in different regions
are distinguished by subscripts: c, r, g, a, referring to the
charge carriers, rotor, gap, and stator, respectively). The
potentials in different regions are patched together by the
boundary conditions, which take the following form. The potential
of the inductors is specified, while the charge carriers are equi-
potential surfaces which are cyclically grounded. Since the stator
is conducting and the gap is not (except in the air model, when the
excitation voltage is above the ionization threshold), true charges
appear at the stator-gap interface and the field within the stator
is tangential at this surface, as is shown in Fig. 3. At the gap-
rotor interface, the normal dielectric refraction takes place and
no true charge is present.

Explicit, quantitative statement of the mathematical
problem described verbally above has proved extremely valuable
for clarifying the roles played by the various ingredients of
the problem. However, even under the simplifying and realistic
first approximation that radial variations (i.e., dependencies
upon s) can be ignored, the problem remains intractable and will
not be pursued further here. Rather, we shall turn to more
customary and more expedient, albeit less satisfying, means for
predicting generator performance.

2.3 Influence of Materials and Geometry Uvon Generator PerformAe

Since several versions of "conventional" theories of
electrostatic generator performance are available (Refs. 1, 2,
3, 4, 5), these results are not summarized here, but rather inbro-
duced as needed. Generator performance is limited by breakdown
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in the gap betwen rotor and stator. Consequently, to obtain the
highest possible field in the gap, the gap thiCkness is alIMys
chosen as small as is consistent with reasonable ase of fabri-
cation. For a given gap thickness and charge-carrier radius, it
is instructive to determine the optimal rotor thickness. Since
the generator power output is proportional to the charge induced
on the charge carrier, we shall take the optimal rotor thickneas
to be that which results in the largest induced charge on the
charge carrier. This charge per unit length, qC, is given by

qc - C1Vex (5)

where C. - capacitance, per unit length of charge carrier
with respect to inductor at position of
maximum capacitance

Vex - excitation voltage

For convenience, we assume that a charge carrier can be treated
as a single cylinder embedded in a dielectric slab between plane
electrodes. (In other words, we ignore the effects of the other
charge carriers). The capacitance C* of the charge carrier,
with respect to the rotor face, may be taken as (Ref. 6)

S2(6)
log 

(D

Elementary considerations show that the capacitanceC., the
potential V' of the rotor face, and the field Zg in the gap
are given by

C V . C (7)
VexM I Me c* Vex

b' v
- rdb Vex (8)

Zg-Krd+b 1

9g - r d + b

Substitution of Equations (6) - (9) into (5) gives

9



Sw(2 log a 3g (10)

For a given gap thickness, the maximua value of i is fixed.
Consequently, Equation (10) predicts that, for a liven gap and
charge-carrier size, the induced charge is a minimum for b/a a
eff/4 - 2.13 and increases steadily as b/a is either increased
or decreased from that value. Since Equations (6) - (9) are
strictly valid only for b large coapared to a, conclusions cannot
be drawn from (10) regarding values of b/a smaller than 2.
However, it appears that the induced charge will be greater for
smaller values of b/a, until b/a becomes so small that there is
not enough insulating material to smooth the field near the charge
carrier. Conversely, increased values of b/a lead to increased
values of Vex (Vex increasing linearly with b) and, thus, intro-
duce another limitation on the generator output. In the generators
developed under this program, the value of b/a is 4 and was dic-
tated by considerations of mechanical strength and ease of
fabrication.

The output power of the generator is proportional to out-
put voltage, which in turn is roughly proportional to the distance
between poles (the "constant of proportionality" being an average
value of the tangential field, %). Thus, in a sense, increasing
the separation between poles may lead to higher outputs, however,
for a given-sized generator, increasing the pole separation is
equivalent to decreasing the number of poles and thus reducing
the power accordingly. An accurate treatment of these conflicting
effects must be based upon a detailed field-theoretic study of the
variation of tangential field with distance between poles and upon
more refined experimental data on the breakdown tangential field
as a function of electrode separation.

The semi-conducting dielectric stator serves to smooth
out the field and to quench discharges. A lower bound on the
resistivity of the stator material can be established by demanding
that the backward "quenching" field exceed the sparking field
(c.f. Ref. 8). However, a lower bound can also be established by
demanding that Joule heating losses in the stator be kept below a
prescribed amount. The latter course was followed here, in the
equivalent form of demanding that the leakage current not exceed
one micro-aqpere. For the present geometry and a 20 KV potential
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difference between inductors, this is equivalent to requiring that
the resistivity exceed 108 ohm-meter. The resistivity of the
material used here is greater than this by two orders of magnitude.
A lower limit on the thickness of the semi-conducting dielectric
stator can be set by demanding that the stator not be completely
penetrated and punctured by a discharge. Conversely, for a stator
thickness which is too large, the lines of force merely tie the
inductors together and can reach the stator-gap interface only
feebly (Fig. 3). Accurate, quantitative assessment of the in-
fluence of the stator geometry and material must be based upon a
detailed field-theoretic approach, which inlludes the effect of
the stator dielectric relaxation time in a cyclically varying
environment.

One aspect of the influence of the semi-conducting dielec-
tric stator which has been stressed by previous investigators
(Ref. 5) is that such a stator serves to limit the variations of
the tangential field ET. Felici (Ref. 5) has pointed out that the
variations of ET induce an additional normal field- however, his
demonstrations, while attempting to be general, fail to be con-
vincing for lack of rigor. In the particular case of concern
here we shall consider a volume within the gap between rotor and
stator defined by

b < z < b+ d

XR < a < 4R

and limited by the angles c and C +Acp. Let T and N be the
components of the electric field in the gap which are circum-
ferential and in the direction of the z-axis, respectively.
With these notations Gauss' formula for the volume defined above
becomes:

2d(P - X)RT -ACPR 2 (V 2 - X2)N (11)

N being the variation of the normal field across the gap.

From (11) we obtain:

N d (12)



AN nay be considered a parasitic normal field generated
by the variations of T. Consideration of Pig. 3 shows that it
is the thickness of the semi-conducting dielectric which smooths
the variation of T.

Decreasing the spacing between charge carriers (or,
equivalently, increasing the number of charge carriers) reduces
the induced charge per charge carrier and increases the field
in the rotor dielectric (by decreasing the effective length of
dielectric between input and output brushes). Thus, a limitation
on charge-carrier separation is ultimately imposed by the break-
down strength of the dielectric. To discuss the effects of
changing charge-carrier separation, it is necessary to consider
the mutual influence of charge carriers and, thus, to derive field-
theoretically the variation of potential between inductors.

The output power of the machine is the product of output
current and voltage. The output current is proportional to the
excitation voltage, Vex, while the output voltage is the sum of
the excitation voltage and the product of the tangential field RT,
and the distance t, between inductors. Thus, as a function of
excitation voltage, the output power W varies as

W-- -Vex(Vex + tNT) (13)

Consequently, W is a maximum for

Vex - -htBR (14)

2.4 Normalized Power

Since electrostatic machines are built in various con-
figurations and sizes and operate at different speeds, it is
useful when couparing performance of such machines to refer to
a parameter that expresses the output. Such a paramter is the
"normalized power", p, Which is defined as the power output
divided by the area traversed by the charge carriers and the
average linear velocity of the charge carriers and hat the units
of a presIure Which can be expressed in newtons/mater or watts-
sec/meter . For a cylindrical machine of radius R and length L,

12



the normalized power is given by

- p tLU (15)

For a disk machine,
MAR 3 3 3

(Area) (Velocity) I J (ws) (2rTsds) -(2/3)M~R (14-

Consequently, for a disk machine with the typical values X i
4- 1 (i.e., the length of the charge carrier is one-half the
rotor radius), the normalized power is given by

p 12 (16)
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3. B-xmerimental Investiqation

3.1 Air-Insulatod Model

The air-insulated model of the constant oblique field
electrostatic generator was intended to prove the advantages of
having a constant oblique field and of having the inductors
embedded in a semi-conducting dielectric without having to con-
sider the special requirements necessary to operate in a vacuum
environment. To demonstrate best the advantage to be gained by
using a semi-conducting dielectric stator two generators were
built, one with exposed inductors and one with the inductors
embedded in a semi-conducting dielectric.

3.1.1 Desiqn and Fabrication----Air-Insulated Model

The generator could be built with either a cylindrical
rotor or a disk rotor. The disk rotor was chosen for this
investigation for it was felt that this shape would better lend
itself to the many modifications required in the program. The
semi-conducting dielectric stator could be fabricated in flat
plates rather than in the cylindrical shape which would have been
required for a cylindrical machine. The voltage breakdown path
along the commutator from one charge carrier to another is greater
in a disk machine. The output of the disk machine can be increased
by stacking. This will be of future importance.

The rotor has an effective diameter of 5 inches (Figs. 4
and 5). This size was chosen because it was large enough to scale
upwards for an optimum machine but small enough to fit in the
existing vacuum equipment. The optimum charge-carrier length is
one-half the effective rotor radius or l1 inches in this case.
The charge carriers are 1/16 of an inch in diameter. This size
was a good compromise between the small size thought optimum and
one that could be machined and handled easily. With the diameter
and length of the charge carriers fixed, a spacing of five degrees
between charge carriers was chosen, resulting in 72 charge carriers.
A 144-charge carrier rotor was also made to determine the effect an
increase in the number of charge carriers has on performance. This
rotor ws fabricated by inserting half-length rods (5/8 inch) between

14
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Figure 5. Bpoxy Rotor with Brush Mounting Ring
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the full-length rods (Fig. 6).

The effective diameter and effective radius ar measured
only to the surface of the couuutator. To increase the voltage
breakdown distance from the coimutator to the inductors, the ends
of the charge carriers are located at the bottom of a groove in
the rotor. This groove was made one-quarter of an inch deepy
therefore, the rotor diameter is actually 5½ inches. The width
of the groove is 3/32 of an inch and initially the rotor was
of an inch thick.

The insulating body of the rotor had to have a high
volume resistivity and a high dielectric strength, be easily
machined, and able to form a good bond with metal. An unfilled
epoxy resin, Scotchcast #3, manufactured by Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company, was chosen as the insulating material.
The volume resistivity of this material is 1018 ohm-cm and the
dielectric strength is 1,000 to 1,500 volts per mil for a 10-mil
thickness. It can be cast readily and is easily machined. The
material for the rotor shaft and the charge carriers was chosen
to be 303 stainless steel. Precision ball bearings were pressed
on the shaft.

The epoxy rotor disk was cast on the shaft, machined to
size and then the charge-carrier boles were drilled radially in
the disk. The charge carriers were inserted in the holes and
bonded in place with epoxy resin. The commutator groove was then
machined.

The major and minor diameters of the inductors are the
same as those of the charge carriers, 5 inches and 2h inches,
respectivelyr a four-pole generator was selected. It was thought
that the inductors should cover four charge carriers, and therefore,
the width of the inductors was fixed at 20 degrees. The material
used for the stator plates was Scotchoast #3 epoxy resin, chosen
for its high volume resistivity, its dielectric strength, and its
machinability. Rather than attach inductors of a conducting
material to the stator plates, inductors were formed by machining
them in relief in the stator plates and then coating this relief
with a silver conducting paint.

The material used for the semi-conducting dielectric

17



Piguz . 6. Detail of the 14 Charge Carrier Rotor
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stator was soda-lime glass (Corning Type 0080). At 25°C this
glass has a vol,,m resistivity of 10"obsk-cm. The inductors
were painted on the glass with a silver conducting paint. The
plate was covered with silicon grease and pressed against the
face of the exposed inductor plate. Contact between the painted
inductor and the glass surface was accomplished by use of aluminum
foil. This technique allowed maximum use of previously fabricated
parts and at the same time permitted ready access to the inductors
when modifying the inductors. After concluding the experiment in
which the size and shape of the inductors were modified, the glass
plates were bonded to insulating glass plates with epoxy resin.

The end plates, which house the bearings and provide a
frame for the generator, were machined from 2024 aluminum. Adjust-
able bearing retainers were provided to permit easy adjustment of
the rotor-stator gap.

The first brushes were made from standard carbon brushes
and were designed to make contact with the charge carriers. Bow-
ever, it was quickly determined that mechanical contact was not
required for commutation--in fact, better results could be obtained
without physical contact. One-sixteenth inch, stainless steel rods
were substituted for the carbon brushes. These brushes were
mounted in a fixture that permitted easy adjustment of the gap and
location of the brush. Later, a brush ring was fabricated for
multiple brush operation. This ring afforded sensitive adjustment
of the brush gap.

3.1.2 Tests ---- Air-Insulated Model

Tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of the
constant oblique field generator with exposed inductors and with
inductors embedded in a semi-conducting dielectric. The results
demonstrated the advantage to be gained by using a semi-conducting
dielectric stator and a constant obliqui field. The normalized
power was in excess of 20 newtons/meter , which approaches that
of some vacuum-insulated generators reported to date.

Static tests were conducted on both machines. In the
case of the machine with exposed inductors, voltage was applied
on all four inductors and the points of highest field concentration
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were observed. The contour of the inductors was modified until
no points of field concentration could be observed and breekf
occurred from random points on the surface.

Breakdown with the semi-conducting dielectric stator
occurred between the ground brush and the excitation lead where
it entered the stator. Breakdown did not occur from the inductors.

The rotor was chocked for operation up to 15,000 rpm, the
limit of the drive. Negligible vibration was encountered.

A corona load was made that could effectively vary the
load resistance from zero to the open-circuit resistance of the
generator.

During the preliminary tests it was determined, as men-
tioned in 3.1.1, that brushes making physical contact with the
charge carriers were not necessary. It was found that commutation
between the brush and the end of the charge carrier occurred before
the brush made contact with the charge carrier and that the air
adjacent to the brush was constantly ionized. The rods substituted
for the carbon brushes were first adjusted with a gap of 0.001 inch.
Then this gap was increased. Little difference in output was
noticed over a range from 0.001 to 0.010 inch.

The short-circuit output current, as a function of speed
with a constant excitation voltage for both stators, was found to
be linear--as expected (Fig. 7). Therefore, all tests were con-
ducted with a constant speed drive operating at 3,550 rpm.

The exposed inductor stator was excited and the maximum
excitation voltage that could be applied was between 10 and 12 KV.
At this voltage, breakdown occurred between the input inductor and
the ground brush at the surface of the commutator. The optimum
excitation voltage was 6 KV. Increasing the excitation voltage
above 6 KV did not increase the output--only the corona on the
surface of the inductor.

With the semi-conducting dielectric stator the excitation
voltage could be increased to 30 KV before breakdown, which occurred
between the ground brush and the excitation lead, where it entered
the stator. With the semi-conducting stator the exc itation voltage
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was not limited by breakdown from the inductor but by the external
circuits. Further refinements and shielding of the excitation
lead permitted an excitation voltage greater than 30 KV with no
flow of excitation current observable. Breakdown was not determined.
The value of the excitation voltage at which the output current no
longer increased with an increase in eurcitation voltage was now 15
KV or better than twice that obtained with the exposed inductors.

The short-circuit output current, as a function of ex-
citation voltage, is shown in Fig. 8 for the exposed inductor
stator and the semi-conducting dielectric stator. In addition,
the output current with an output voltage of 18 KV, as a function
of excitation voltage, is shown for the semi-conducting dielectric
stator. The dotted lines have been drawn to extend the curves to
their point of origin. Comuutation does not occur with gap brushes
until a minimum excitation voltage; in this case about 3.5 KV is
applied. Since the origin is apparently zero, it follows that the
brush losses are negligible. The break-off of the curves is due to
the ionization of the air in the stator-rotor gap. The short-circuit
curve for the exposed inductor stator and for the semi-conducting
dielectric stator fall along the same line until ionization occurs.
Increasing the dielectric strength of the stator-rotor gap should
result in a proportional increase in output.

The output current and output voltage for both stators
is shown in Fig. 9. The advantage of the semi-conducting
dielectric stator is quite apparent. Not only is a greater out-
put realized with the higher excitation voltage attainable but
with the same excitation voltage a higher output voltage can be
obtained with a given output current, resulting in a larger power
output. With 6 KV excitation the output characteristics for both
stators are compared below:

IsO Voc Pmax
Ma KV Wtt.s

exposed inductor stator 80 18 0.45
semi-conducting dielectric stator 80 30+ 1.0

where Iss is the short-circuit output current and Voc is the open-
circuit voltage.
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An additional curve labeled "vacum geometry" is shown
in both Figs. 8 and 9. Both of these curves show the improvement
in output obtained using parts from the vacuum generator. Un-
doubtedly, additional improvements could have been incorporated
in the air-model to obtain a slightly greater output but they were
deferred to continue with the vacuum tests.

At 3,550 rpm, with 15 KV excitation voltage, the maximum
power output is 2.94 watts. The power output realized by using a
semi-conducting dielectric stator is better than twice that of
the exposed inductor stator with the same excitation voltage and
better than five times the power output is realized When the exci-
tation voltage is increased to the maximum effective voltage.

Fig. 10 shows the output current vs. output voltage of
the generator for the exposed inductor stator with various width
inductors. The inductor with a width of 200 proved to be optimum.
The output fell off rapidly with a reduction in width and gradually
with an increase in width.

Fig. 11 shows the output current vs. output voltage for
the semi-conducting dielectric stator with various width inductors.
No difference in output could be noticed for an inductor width of
200 and for a width as narrow as 50. No tests were made below this
width inductor. Since the semi-conducting dielectric is so effec-
tive in distributing the excitation potential on the face of the
glass plate, the width of the inductors was changed to 50 to make
better use of the area of the stator.

An increase in output was obtained with the 144-charge
carrier rotor as expected (Fig. 12) but the performance of this
rotor was not thoroughly investigated.

The generator is a four-pole machine and can be considered
as two machines operating in parallel. One of these machines was
connected so as to act as an excitor for the other. Once the
circuit was externally primed, the generator operated with no
difficulty as a self- ited machine.

"The rotor thickness was reduced from 1/4 to 3/16 of an
inch and it appeared that the output power increased. However,
before this could be established, the rotor was damaged and warped
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enough to require the rotor-stator gap to be increased. With the
larger gap, no improvement in output power could be observed.

The air-insulated model has been tested with two stators,
one in which the inductors are exposed and one in which the in-
ductors are embedded in a semi-conducting dielectric, over a speed
range from zero to 15,000 rpm, with loads that varied from short-
circuit to opon-circuit and with excitation voltages from mero to
values in excess of the optimal excitation voltage. The excitation
current is zero up to the point where the optimal ewitation voltage
is reached in the exposed inductor machine and is zero well past the
optimal excitation point in the case of the semi-conducting dieloc-
tric machine. The rotor-stator gap breakdown voltage does not
affect the generator performance because the optimal excitation
point is reached long before breakdown occurs.

Efficiency of the generator is equal to the power output
divided by power input. At 3,550 rpm the power output of the
semi-conducting dielectric machine is 2.94 wtts and the power
input from the drive motor is 3.46 wtts. Therefore, the efficiency
of this machine in air is 2.94/3.46 or 85%. The generator was
designed to verify the principle of the oblique field rather than
to achieve high efficiency per so. Consequently, little attention
was paid to the windage and friction losses and they comprise most
of the losses reflected in the efficiency. Now that the principle
has been established, the efficiency should be able to be improved
significantly.

Fig. 13 shows the partially assembled exposed inductor
generator. Fig. 14 shows the partially assembled semi-conducting
dielectric generator. Fig. 15 shows the assembled generator with
the drive motor in the foreground and the corona load in the back-
ground.

3.2 Vacuum Breakdown Investigations

A series of tests have been accomplished to determine
to which extent high fields could be obtained between electrodes
that are protected by insulating or semi-conducting materials.
The most pertinent literature on the subject of vacuum breakdown
as been selected from Ref. 7 and has been studiedi theoretical
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Figure 13. View of the Partially Assembled
Air-Insulated Generator with
Exposed Inductor Stator in Fore-
ground and 72 Charge Carrier Rotor
in Background
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Figure 14. View of the Partially Assembled
Afr-Insulated, Generator with
Semi-Conducting Stator
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Figure 15. View of the Assembled Air-Insulated
Generator with the Drive Motor in
the Foreground and the Corona Load
in the Background
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investigations have predicted that an increase in the field
strength could be obtained. These predictions have been confirmed
by experiments conducted by Murray (Ref. 6). At the time of writ-
ing this report, work accomplished at the Ion Physics Corporation
on dielectric coatings (Ref. 9) became available and was examined.

The test setup utilized for the breakdown experiments is
that shown in Fig. 16. A polished aluminum sphere is mounted off-
center on a vertical shaft. The shaft is mounted on the rotary
passthrough by means of a rigid ceramic coupling. The vacuum
chamber and its rotary passthrough are described in Section 3.3.
Tests were conducted with the sphere being the ground electrode
and with the sample consisting of a glass plate with the high
voltage electrode being an area covered with baked conducting
paint. For a distance of h millimeter, breakdown voltage was
around 30 kilovolts.

Some questions have been raised as to the applicability
to electrostatic generators of the data from tests involving one
electrode covered with a dielectric. During static tests the
voltage on the surface of the dielectric depends on the relative
value of the resistivtty of the dielectric as compared to that
of the vacuum. The parameter of interest in all electrostatic
generators is the field in the gap, whereas the quantity measured
in static tests is the voltage between the electrodes; in general,
the field in the gap is not equal to the voltage divided by the
gap width. To achieve no field or a reduced field in the dielectric
requires a time period several orders of magnitude greater than the
period of rotation of an electrostatic generator. During one cycle
of an electrostatic generator the field varies cyclically and,
consequently, there exists a field in the dielectric of the rotor
whereas in static tests conducted for a long period of time there
my not be a field in the dielectric.

3.3 Vacuum-Insulated Model

The vacuum-insulated model of the constant oblique field
electrostatic generator wes intended to determine the gain in
performance to be realized by operating the machine in a high
vacuum environment.
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are the same as those of the air model---5-inch effective diameter,
Sh-inch over-all diamter, comutator groove 14 of am In, h 4p.O
rotor thickness k4 of an inch, and 72 charge carriers 1*4 of an inch
long.

Seventy-two charge carriers were made by metallising
holes drilled in the rotor. First, however, short (1/8-inch)
hollow brass inserts were screwed in the ends of the holes to wUt
as a wearing surface for the comutator. Before metallising the

holes, the rotor was tested, using only these inserts as charge
carriers.

A test stator was fabricated for preliminary testing.

This stator had three pairs of poles, one pair spaced to correspond
to a four, one pair to an eight, and one pair to a sixteen-pole
machine. In anticipation of a substantial increase in output
voltage for vacuum operation, a sixteen-pole machine was envisioned.
The test stator would check the validity of this assunption. The

stator was made by painting narrow 5-degree inductors on the glass,
semi-conducting dielectric plate and bonding this plate to a "ycalex
or glass-backing disk with an epoxy resin. With this construction
the only organic material exposed to the high vacuum environment was
the narrow band of epoxy at the edge and at the center hole of the
disk. The inductor leads were brought out through the back of the
stator. In anticipation of the results of this test, eight and
sixteen-pole stators were fabricated.

Gap-type brushes were built that could be adjusted with

less than one one-thousandths of an inch clearance between the

end of the brush and the end of the charge carriers. The brushes

were machined to a sharp point to promote discharges. Molybdenum
disulfide lubricated bearings were used.

The generator was mounted on the base plate of the oil
diffusion pump high vacuum unit. The unit was enclosed with an
18-inch diameter, 30-inch high glass bell jar. Located in the
base plate were a 150 KV and a 50 KV feedthrough, in addition to
several low voltage feedthroughs. A rotary magnetic feedthrough
was provided to drive the generator from outside the vacuum chamber.
The diffusion puxp has a chevron-type, water-cooled baffle to
inhibit migration of any oil into the high vacuum chamber. In

addition, a liquid nitrogen cold trap is located just above the
baffle in the high vacuum manifold.
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Fig. 18 show the three rotors. The 72-charge carrier,
epoxy rotor is on the lefti the glass-bonded mica rotor is in
the center and the 144-charge carrier, epoxy rotor is on the
right. Fig. 19 shows one of the brush holders, the glass-bonded
mica rotor and one sixteen-pole stator. Fig. 20 shows three glass-
bonded mica-backed stators in the foreground. The rotor is mounted
on the test stand behind the stators. Fig. 21 shows the generator
mounted on the vacuum chamber baseplate. The 150 KV bushing is in
the background, and the 50 KV bushbng is on the right. One of the
glass-backed test stators is seen. This stator is designed to test
two poles of a sixteen-pole generator.

3.3.2 Tests ---- Vacuum-Insulated Model

All vacuum tests were conducted in a pressure between
8 x 10-7 and 2 x 10-7 murg. The pressure was measured with a hot-
cathode ionization gauge located in the high vacuum manifold. In
the beginning, when a component was installed in the vacuum chamber
for the first time, a punp-down of at least 24 hours was made
before conducting any tests. Later, it was found that if these
components were placed in the chamber at the top of the bell jar,
they did not interfere with the tests and a great deal of time was
saved between tests for the components were continuously being
"vacuum conditioned". All components were thoroughly washed with
a suitable solvent, followed by acetone, prior to installation.

The plan was to first test the generator at 1,775 rpm
with only the 1/8-inch hollow inserts as charge carriers and with
one stator instead of the usual two to facilitate changes. The
first stator to be used was the test stator with the three specially-
spaced pairs of inductors. The results of these tests would deter-
mine the influence of the distance between the poles.

Static tests were conducted on the stator. In air, better
than 30 KV was applied to the inductors and no excitation current
could be observed. In vacuum, however, discharges occurred in and
around the glass tubing used to bring the inductor connections out
of the stator. These discharges were reduced by rewving as much
of the tubing as possible. Apparently, the tubing tzapped gases,
which ionized upon being subjected to an electric field.
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Figure 18. View of Three Generator Rotors
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Figure 19. View of the Brush Ring, Rotor and Stator

of the Vacuum-Insulated Generator
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Figure 20. View of Three Test Stators and One Rotor

for the Vacuum-Insulated Generator
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Figure 21. View of the Vacuum-Insulated Generator

Mounted on the Vacuum Chanber Basep late
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The generator was first tested in air and operated per-
fectly. In vacuum, however, there was no output. A two-pole
stator and gap-type brushes were being used. The brushes were
then adjusted so close to the commutator that they actually
touched at several points. Now, some current, one or two micro-
amps, was generated in short circuit. The charge-carrier holes
in the rotor were plated. The short-circuit current now was 2
or 3 micro-amps.

The non-contact type of brush was discarded. Contact-
type brushes were then fabricated. The following types were
fabricated and tested:

a) single wire
b) flexible strip
c) ball
d) multiple wire
e) silver graphite
f) oilite

Little success was experienced with the strip-type of brush but
sufficient output was generated with each of the other five brushes
to plot a curve (Fig. 22) of output current vs. output voltage.
All five brushes produced about the same results. Additional tests
indicated that poor commutation apparently was responsible for the
low output obtained.

The 144-charge carrier, epoxy rotor was re-designed.
The commutator shield was machined off and the epoxy removed from
around the tips of the charge carriers. Then the ends of the
charge carriers were carefully machined so that the surface was
smooth and concentric. Now the brushes contacted only the charge
carriers and they were designed to bridge three charge carriers
to reduce brush bounce to a minimum. The two brush materials
that seemed to perform best in the previous tests, silver graphite
and oilite, were used with the new commutator. A substantial
improvement in output was now obtained. rig. 23 shows the short-
circuit output current as a function of excitation voltage for a
two-pole stator with sixteen-pole generator spacing. Fig. 24
shows the output current as a function of output voltage for three
excitation voltages. The 34 KV excitation power curve, Fig. 24,
has been extrapolated from the excitation curve of Fig. 23. The
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highest excitation voltage that could be attained without break-
down was 36 KV but no value for output could be obtained at this
point. Breakdown occurred outside the rotor-stator gap. Improve-
ment in geometry of the generator would be required to obtain
higher excitation values. Fig. 23 indicates that the maximum
field strength permitted in the gap has not been reached. With
27 KV excitation, the normalized power is 27 newtons/meter 2 and
with the extrapolated 34 IV excitation power curve, the normalized
power is 53 newtons/meter .

It was not possible to obtain sufficient data to calculate
the efficiency of the vacuum-insulated generator. The generator
output was drowned by the drive requirements.

Fig. 25 shows the instrumentation setup for the tests.

3.4 Su!mary

The advantage to be gained by use of a semi-conducting
dielectric stator in a constant oblique field electrostatic gen-
erator has been demonstrated in the air tests. The power realized
by use of such a stator was better than twice that of a generator
with exposed inductors for the same excitation voltage and better
than five times when the excitation voltage was raised to the
optimal value permitted by the semi-conducting dielectric.

The results obtained in air yield a power of 12.5 watts
at 15,000 rpm. The normalized power is 20 newtons/meter 2 which
compares favorably with vacuum-insulated generators reported to
date.

The technical literature shows that the dielectric
strength of vacuum is about ten times that of air. This result
has been verified by Cosmic, Inc. and gradients of 30 KV/wM have
been obtained. From these considerations, it appears that an
increase of power by a factor of 50 or 100 should be expected
when replacing air by vacuum as a dielectric. In tests accom-
plished by Cleveland Pneumatic Industries, the power of the same
machine was 80 milliwatts in air and 1.6 watts in vacuum, i.e.,
an increase by a factor of about 20, despite the fact that the
machine contained a large amount of organic material. Consequently,
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Figure 25. Iastrumentation Setup for the Vacuum
Gmaerator Tests (From Left) Corona
Lc:ad, Output Current, Output Voltage,
biccitation Voltage, Excitation Voltage
Pcwr Supply, Vacuum Gauge Control
(.low Table) Zxcitation Lakage Current,
In~ut Brush Current, Vacuum Unit
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the machine built at Cosmic, Inc. under the present contract
should be capable of a power of 250 watts to 1.2 kilowatts, i.e.,
a normalized power of 400 to 2,000 newtons/nmter 2 . However, the
tests accomplished have resulted in a power of 16.7 watts at
15,000 rpm, i.e., a normalized power of 27 newtons/kmter 2 . Fig.
26 is a comparison of the normalized power of three generators.
It illustrates the fact that there is still much improvement to
be expected in the performance of the vacuum-insulated c.o.f.
generator.

3.5 Zxtrapolation to Hidh seeds

The constant oblique field generator is well-suited for
operation at very high speed. The problem has been examined both
from the standpoint of mechanical stress analysis and from the
standpoint of vibration. Calculations of the power produced by a
given machine may be immediately determined from the normalized
power.

7R3 n
Actual power - normalized power x- 3- An average

fiberglass-reinforced epoxy resin may have a 3-ximum allowable
stress of 40,000 psi. For this material and a rotor having a
thickness at the hub equal to twice the thickness of the charge
carrier section with the two areas connected by a hyperbolic
section, rotation at 24,000 rpm is possible with a rotor radius
of 8 inches or 0.2 meters.

For such a generator the actual power is equal to the
normalized power x J7. For instance, with a normalized power
of 20 newtons/meter the output would be 740 watts in air and
with a normalized power of 400 to be expected in vacuum, the
power would be 15 kilowatts. No inorganic material has been
found in this program which would sustain as high a stress as
a fiberglass-reinforced epoxy but it is expected that such a
material could be developed.

The shaft of the generator will be subject to the same
vibrations as any other high-peed, rotating device. One
potential squrce of vibration peculiar to this type of generator
has been analysed here. The retarding force applied to each charge
carrier is interrupted very briefly while the carrier is adjacent
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to an inductor. For a 144-charge carrier rotor at 24,000 rpm,
variations of the torque are transmitted to the rotor at a
frequency of 5.76 kilocycles which in turn has to be multiplied
by the number of rotors mounted on the same shaft. A significant
natural frequency of vibration for a rotor would not likely exist
at this frequency.
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4. SConclusions and Recomendations

The air tests have proved the feasiblility of the con-
stant oblique field generator and have dmeonstrated this model
as capable of higher power-to-weight ratios than other known
types of generators. The vacuum tests have yielded an output
higher than that obtained in air but still an order of magnitude
lower than that which can be predicted from the experimental data
on vacuum breakdown.

It is recommended that further studies be undertaken on
this concept of generator and that they include:

1) Experimentation of various coumutation methods,
2) Construction of a one-disk generator capable of

rotating at high speed;
3) Construction of a compact assembly of several

rotors on the same shaft.
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